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Abstract 

With increasing interest in utilizing the inland waterways (IWW) in European countries, the 

design of IWW vessels gains attention both from a transport efficiency and an emission 

control point of view. However, unlike in western and central European countries, in Nordic 

countries, e.g. Sweden, IWW ships must deal with ice on the fairway during every winter. 

Usually, IWW ships are designed without ice concerns and are structurally weaker compared 

to ships designed according to ice class notification from the classification societies. 

Developing such ships requires particular concerns since there is no strict requirements 

regarding ice class notifications for IWW ships. A primary challenge is to estimate both the 

global and local ice loads acting on the ship hull structure. To consolidate the design 

problems for IWW ice-going ships, Lake Mälaren is selected. Ice conditions, i.e. ice type and 

concentration, and ice data, e.g. ice thickness and ice flexural strength, are extracted and 

analysed for the ice load estimation. The ice mechanical properties have great influence on 

the ice load. Ice characteristics are studied based on empirical formulae and properties are 

calibrated by reference data.  

The deterministic approach is widely used to predict the ice loads. It is suitable when all 

variables, i.e. ship geometry and ice properties, are known and refers to rule-based design 

hereby. For first year light ice conditions in Lake Mälaren, the Finnish Swedish Ice Class 

Rule (FSICR) is widely used. The thesis uses guidelines from the Finnish Swedish Ice Class 

Rules as a reference and compare the results with other methods. 

The probabilistic approach, on contrary, is useful when certain variables are unknow, which 

are interpreted as random variables, for instance ice breaking pattern. Here the probabilistic 

method and ice-hull interaction mechanism are studied. The probabilistic method simplifies 

the ice pressure in relation to the contact area between the ice and the ship hull. It predicts 

maximum ice pressure acting on the ship hull based on field ice test data and ice exposure 

conditions. Such semi-empirical method can be used regardless of ship type and size. For 

this, a numerical model is introduced based on ice-hull collision mechanisms and the 

essential ice breaking characteristics. The physical mechanism is studied for idealizing ship-

ice impact model. The idealization model includes the ice failure process, ice conditions and 

ship geometry. The ice failure is assumed to be initiated by crushing ice and followed by 

breaking due to bending failure. Ice properties are set as constant values without any 

variations. The stochasticity in interact process is represented by randomness in collision 

location and number of pieces of ice floe formed after breaking. An energy method is used 

to calculate the ice crushing force, indentation displacement and contact area. The ice 

bending scenario is simplified as an infinite plate resting on an elastic foundation under a 

concentrated load. Ice impact load and critical load can be obtained for global and local 

structural assessment respectively. The structural responses and structural strength of a 

representative panel at linear and nonlinear contexts are investigated as well. Ship structure 

is commonly designed with material yield strength as limit. However, the study shows a 

lighter structure can be achieved if plastic deformation is allowed without causing failure. 

Therefore, the design can be optimized with regards to ice loading capacity and weight 
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control. 
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Sammanfattning 

Med ökande intresse för att använda de inre vattenvägarna (IVV) i europeiska länder 

uppmärksammas IVV-fartyg både ur transporteffektivitets- och utsläppssynvinkel. Till 

skillnad från i västra och centrala Europa måste IVV-fartyg i de nordiska länderna klara att 

gå i is vintertid. Vanligtvis är IVV-fartyg konstruerade utan hänsyn till is och är strukturellt 

svagare än fartyg designade med isklass från klassificeringssällskapen. Utveckling av IVV-

fartyg för nordiska förhållanden kräver därför speciella hänsyn eftersom det inte finns några 

strikta krav på isklass för IVV-fartyg. En utmaning är att uppskatta både de globala och 

lokala isbelastningarna som verkar på fartygets skrovstruktur. För att konkretisera 

designproblemen för isgående IVV-fartyg väljs Mälaren. Isförhållanden (som istyp och 

koncentration) och isdata (som istjocklek och isens böjhållfasthet) extraheras och analyseras 

för isbelastningsberäkningarna. Isens mekaniska egenskaper har stort inflytande på 

belastningarna, och dess karakteristika studeras med hjälp av empiriska formler som 

kalibreras med referensdata. 

Ett deterministiskt angreppsättssätt används i stor utsträckning för att förutsäga 

isbelastningar. Det är tillämpligt när alla variabler (såsom fartygsgeometri och 

isegenskaper) är kända och refereras i avhandlingen till regelbaserad dimensionering. Vid 

förstaårsis-förhållanden används den finska-svenska isklassen (FSICR) i stor utsträckning. 

Avhandlingen använder isklassreglerna som referens och jämför resultaten med vad man 

erhåller från andra metoder. 

Ett annat angreppssätt är det statistiska som är lämpligt när vissa variabler (som 

isbrytningsmönster) är okända och bäst beskrivs som slumpmässiga variabler. Här studeras 

statistiska metoder och is-skrovinteraktionen. Den statistiska metoden förenklar istrycket i 

förhållande till kontaktområdet. Den förutsäger maximalt istryck baserat på uppmätta 

isdata och isexponeringsförhållanden. En sådan semi-empirisk metod kan användas oavsett 

fartygstyp och storlek. För detta introduceras en numerisk modell baserad på hur is och 

skrov möts och de väsentliga isbrytande mekanismerna. Den fysiska is-skrov kollisionen 

idealiseras och idealiseringsmodellen inkluderar isens skademoder, isförhållanden och 

skrovgeometri. Isbrytningen antas initieras genom att isen krossas och därefter kollapsar på 

grund av böjmoment. Isegenskaperna sätts till konstanta värden. Slumpmässigheten 

representeras av var på skrovet isen börjar krossas och i antalet isflak som bildats efter att 

den har brustit. En energimetod används för att beräkna iskrosskraften, 

intrycksförskjutningen och kontaktområdet. Isböjningsscenariot förenklas i modellen till en 

oändlig platta som vilar på ett elastiskt underlag och utsätts för en koncentrerad last. 

Isbelastning och kritisk belastning kan beräknas för så väl global och lokal 

strukturdimensionering. Den strukturella responsen och strukturens styrka undersöks 

under både linjära och icke-linjära förhållanden. Fartygsstruktur är vanligtvis 

dimensionerad mot materialets sträckgräns. Studien visar emellertid att en lättare struktur 

kan uppnås om viss plastisk deformation tillåts utan att orsaka brott. Således kan strukturen 

optimeras med avseende på isbelastningskapacitet och vikt. 
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1.Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1  Background 

Inland waterway transport (IWT) is, on many European transport corridors, a competitive 

alternative to road and rail transport, offering a sustainable and environment-friendly mode 

of transport due to its potential in reducing road traffic congestion, air pollution, noise 

emissions and accidents (Kujala and Arughadhoss, 2012). Following some debates over the 

last years, the Swedish Authorities have implemented the EU Directives (TSFS 2014:96) into 

the Swedish legislation in year 2014, thus providing new conditions for an increased 

utilization of Swedish inland waterways (IWW). However, for Nordic countries such as 

Sweden, Finland and Norway, lakes and rivers are covered with ice during winter which can 

last for about four or five months. It is the same with Baltic sea where more than 45% of the 

water surface is usually covered by ice during wintertime (Jordaan et al., 1993). Ice bound 

shipping poses more safety issues compared with shipping under non-ice conditions. One 

demonstration of the ice-covered waterway can be seen in Figure 1.1. 

Winter conditions, such as ice, icing, operation, darkness impose great potential hazards on 

structures. Particularly, the presence of ice, e.g. level ice and brash ice, on the water surface 

exerts huge issues on ships running through the water area. The impact load from floating 

ice blocks can be dangerous to ship structures and can induce additional cost due to extra 

structural reinforcement and maintenance, which makes the ship non-profitable for long 

term operation. Moreover, ship resistance in icy water can dramatically increase thus fuel 

consumption will arise. In addition, ice loads are not accounted by classification design rules 

for IWW vessels. Thus, the transit in IWW is suspended during winter times. 

IWW ships are designed without considering ice class, thus the ship and its operation can 

limit ship performance in ice. In general, ship structures designed for IWW conditions are 

relatively weaker than for sea going vessels as the wave and wake are insignificant compared 

with sea conditions. In order to make sure the structural strength is enough to withstand 

impacts from ice collisions, impact issues between ice and ship structure should be resolved 

in the early design stage. For a ship without ice class needs to operate in ice-covered water, 

the operation cost is extremely high with substantial additional cost. An illustration is given 

in Figure 1.2. A new ship suits better for the ice condition can reduce the ship total cost. 

Furthermore, lightweight IWW ice-going ships are desired as lighter weight implies low fuel 

consumption, fewer emission and less operation cost. Lightweight structure can be achieved 

with different material concepts, such as alloy, composites. By selecting material with high 

stiffness, the ship structure can withstand high ice load in the meantime reduce ship weight.  
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(a) IWW Ship running in ice-coved water (Zhang, 2018). 

  

 (b) Level ice (Picture taken by Meng Zhang)       (c) Brash ice (Picture taken by Meng Zhang)     

Figure 1.1 Ice -covered inland waterways. 

Many research works have been conducted regarding ice loads for ships under heavy ice 

condition. However, these existing research and methods have been primarily focused on 

addressing sea water ice whose properties are very different from freshwater ice (Timco and 

Weeks, 2010). Direct application of these methods used in the previous studies for 

prediction ice loads in IWWs is not accurate and subjected to associated validity due to lack 

of research and test data. Thus, it is difficult to estimate the ice properties and ice load 

accurately for IWW ice conditions. In addition, ships designed respect to different ice 

conditions are quite different. One reason is that the ice load acting on the ship is dependent 

of the ice mechanical properties which in turn varies with ice thickness, salinity, ice type and 

so on. The structure design against different design loads can lead to different structural 

arrangements and scantlings. Therefore, research regards to IWW ice problems are needed 

which can promote the development of IWT. Meanwhile, the route-specific environment is 

considered, it can also act as supplementary way to reinforce ship when the ship structure is 

designed according to rules and regulations. In general, this thesis provides a general 
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approach to estimate ice loads which is applicable for all IWW ice conditions. 

 

Figure 1.2 Ship operation cost with ice (source: DNV GL). 

 

1.2  Research Objectives 

The research goal is to develop an efficient hull structure concept for ice-going ships 

operating under the ice conditions of Swedish IWWs. During the preliminary study, many 

ship design issues with ice are formulated and considered in the design process, as shown in 

Figure 1.3. Emphasizing the hull structural design, main aspects are proposed and phrased 

as the following research questions: 

(i) What ice conditions and ice properties are representatives of the IWW?  

(ii) What problems are induced by ice? 

(iii) What aspects should be addressed in the hull design of IWW ships? 

(iv) How to define “efficient” in hull design? 

All in all, the aim of the research is to improve design of IWW ships adapted for Swedish 

freshwater ice conditions and to taking steps towards more energy and material efficient 

crafts, seen over the yearly cycle as well as in a lifecycle perspective. To design such a ship 

under the specific context, ice-induced problems shall be thoroughly investigated and means 

of obtaining lightweight structure shall be explored.  

This licentiate thesis presents the work with regards to research question (i) and (ii). The 

first question contains ice condition summarization and mechanical properties 

determination. Ice condition in this work includes general information of ice under study, 

e.g. ice type, ice thickness and ice mechanical properties. The second research question aims 

to find and solve the most critical problems caused by the ice. 
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Figure 1.3 Aspects for design of lightweight ship in ice. 

The research so far, has addressed the ice-induced problems on the following four aspects; 

(1) Ice Load: ice properties and impact load prediction based on ice condition in Lake 

Mälaren, (2) Structural Strength Performance: global and local structural strength 

evaluation, (3) Potential Propulsion Problems: resistance and loads in relation to ice 

thickness and ship speed (h-v curve), (4) Vessel Operating Scenarios: operational time 

window prediction thus how many days of operation with respect to ice conditions. The first 

two are presented in this thesis and the two latter are discussed in Project EMMA (Zhang, 

2018) as this thesis focuses on ice load determination and structural response analysis. 

 

1.3  Research Methodology 

There are many methods to determine ice loads on ship hull. In maritime field, two general 

approaches are used to predict the impact load: the deterministic approach and the 

probabilistic approach, as given in Figure 1.4. 
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The deterministic approach is suitable when all variables (i.e. ship geometry, speed) are 

known and it refers to traditional rule-based design. Classification societies have their rules 

and regulations on winter conditions. Finnish Swedish Ice Class Rule (FSICR) (Trafi, 2010) 

is a good tool for design and evaluate a ship under fresh water ice condition. 

The probabilistic approach may be used when certain crucial variables are unknown, e.g. 

ship geometry and ice-ship interaction process. This approach is widely used due to the lack 

of knowledge and randomness in nature. The probabilistic method is a semi-empirical 

method and well-studied based on the statistical analysis of many sea ice field tests 

regardless of ship type, size and ice information (Varsta, 1983; Kujala, 1994; Kujala et al., 

2009). There are other methods based on ice-hull interactions, such as analytical solutions 

and numerical simulations. They have privilege when it comes to ship specific design task as 

it takes both ship and ice information into consideration. 

In addition, model and full-scale test are the most suitable as they provide direct and 

accurate ice loads. However, the ice model scale effects need to be taken into account. 

Moreover, limited access to ice model tests and data makes the application difficult. 

Figure 1.4 Design approaches and methods to define ice load. 

In general, three methods for ice loads prediction, FSICR, the probabilistic method and the 

numerical method, are used herein for ice loads prediction. This thesis emphasizes on the 

probabilistic approach and uses deterministic method as a reference. The work is useful to 

determine ice design loads and can be applied in different ice conditions. When designing 

the structure of ice-going ships, such process should be considered together with rules and 

regulation.  

Design Load
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Figure 1.5 Navigation areas and routes. 

 

Figure 1.6 Classification of Swedish IWW zones(“Zoner inlandssjöfart - Transportstyrelsen”). 

As mentioned above, the research is seeking for a general solution to design a lightweight 

IWW ice-going ships. To consolidate the task, Lake Mälaren is chosen to implement the 

methods. Lake Mälaren is the third-largest freshwater lake in Sweden with an area spanning 

1,140 [km²] and maximum depth 64 [m] which falls under the classification currently under 

the investigations as a part of future IWT in Sweden. The lake is connected to international 

traffic through its connection to the Baltic Sea via Stockholm passing through Södertalje 

lock. The navigation routes are shown in Figure 1.5. Due to the fact that in every winter Lake 

Mälaren and its sub-canals become frozen. Hence, first year fresh water ice is the ice 
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condition considered in this thesis work. Lake Mälaren in Sweden is categorized as IWW 

Zone 3 by Transportstrelsen (Swedish transport agency), shown in Figure 1.6, with the 

significant wave height not exceeding 0.6 meters. During wintertime, the fairways are 

usually covered by ice over four months. Therefore, the influence of the current and wind in 

Lake Mälaren can be neglected. Therefore, ice drifting and current effects are not considered. 

 

1.4  Research Contribution 

The thesis consists of an extended summary and followed by four appended papers: A, B and 

C. Paper A discusses development of a probabilistic method  to determine hull design 

pressure for freshwater ice conditions, where Paper B evaluates the ship criteria and 

associated uncertainties influencing operational time-window for an IWW barge, then Paper 

C proposes an analytical model for ice impact loads based on bending and crushing ice 

failure modes and finally, Paper D presents development of the model described in Paper C 

introducing a randomized approach to localization of the impact on the hull. 

Paper A: Ice pressure prediction based on the probabilistic method for ice-

going vessels in inland waterways. 

Zhang, M., Cheemakurthy, H., Ehlers, S., von Bock und Polach, R., Garme, K. and Burman, 

M. 

In Paper A, the probabilistic method is used to predict extreme ice pressure using several 

parent datasets from sea trials. Different design strategies are implemented to evaluate the 

ice impact load and the influence of ice exposure factors are investigated, for instance ice 

concentration is investigated. Ice information, i.e. ice type, thickness, mechanical properties, 

for Lake Mälaren is extracted and analyzed. Ice properties are determined based on 

empirical formulae and are validated by reference data. The paper proposes one local design 

pressure curve, to apply to the structure in the so-called ice-belt region of the hull, as an 

alternative to the FSICR. The predicted curve can be used for Lake Mälaren independent of 

hull dimesions. Moreover, the predicted ice pressure is larger than the values given in FSICR. 

Even though FSICR is widely used, for specific ice condition, extra ice load assessment is 

still needed. Finite Element (FE) structural analysis is conducted on m/s Amice. 

Measurements regarding structural reinforcements are taken according to FSICR. Different 

locations of the design load patch, which is the loading area on hull structure, are 

investigated as well. The paper found that even the structure designed based on FSICR IC 

cannot meet all the strength requirements under ice loads. Structure should be strengthened 

considering ice loads. 

Paper B: Statistical estimation of uncertainties associated with ship operations 

in freshwater ice. 

Cheemakurthy, H., Zhang, M., Garme, K., Burman, M., Ehlers, S. and von Bock und Polach, 

R. 
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The paper presents an uncertainty evaluation of criteria influencing the operation time 

window for a barge operating in freshwater ice conditions using Variation Mode and Effect 

Analysis (VMEA). Five primary criteria are considered: Ship Resistance, Structural Loads, 

Machinery, Ship Strength, and Operations. Criteria uncertainty is evaluated by finding the 

product of the uncertainty size and sensitivity. The paper found that primary criteria, 

Structural Loads and Ship Resistance had maximum associated uncertainty with evaluation 

methods as leading contributors. This paper narrows down the design task into two major 

problems: design loads and ship resistance. 

Paper C: An Analytical Model for Ice Impact Load Prediction. 

Zhang, M., Cheemakurthy, H., Garme, K. and Burman, M. 

Paper C proposes an analytical load model for local structural design which takes the two 

most important ice failure modes, localized crushing and bending breaking, into 

consideration. An energy method is introduced to estimate the crushing force and the 

indentation displacement for different scenarios. The ice bending breaking scenario is 

simplified as a semi-infinite plate under a distributed load resting on an elastic foundation. 

The two ice failure modes are linked by the assumption of shared contact area. This proposed 

model is useful to predict the ice impact load and creates a bridge between design 

parameters, i.e. ice properties and ship geometry, and structural loads. 

Paper D: A numerical ice load prediction model based on ice-hull collision 

mechanism. 

Zhang, M., Garme, K., Burman, M. and Zhou, L., To be submitted for publication 

A numerical impact load model is developed based on the results of Paper C. An integrated 

complete ice-hull impact event is introduced with ice failure modes and breaking patterns 

and forms the basics of the numerical model where both bow and shoulder collisions of the 

ship are evaluated. In addition, randomness in impact location and number of broken ice 

wedges are addressed the stochasticity in the model. The analysis is validated by comparison 

with the model ice test of a shuttle passenger ferry conducted in May 2017 at Aker Arctic test 

facility in Finland. A good agreement is achieved with the model test data. The proposed 

model is useful to predict the ice impact load and creates a bridge between design 

parameters, i.e. ice properties and ship geometry, and structure loads. 

 

1.5  Thesis Organization 

The thesis contains the following five chapters: 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

The demand of developing IWW ice-going ships is introduced. The potential values, 

challenges and problems to design an IWW ship with high ice capacity and low weight are 

briefed. Ice-induced problems in light ice condition are discussed. The aim and objectives of 
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the research work are demonstrated, and a summary of the publications is listed to support 

the research goals. 

Chapter 2: Ice load characteristics and ice condition 

This chapter describes the ice load features on offshore structures. Ice condition is 

introduced and ice data from Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) is 

extracted and analyzed. Ice mechanical properties are studied based on ice conditions from 

Lake Mälaren (Paper A). 

Chapter 3: Ice load modelling 

This chapter presents ice pressure calculation from FSICR. The probabilistic method of 

calculating the extreme ice pressure based on a parent dataset and ice exposure conditions 

(Paper A) is introduced. Moreover, it demonstrates a numerical method based on ice-hull 

contact mechanisms which connecting ice load with ice information and ship design 

parameters (Paper C and Paper D). 

Chapter 4: Case study 

A case is studied with an IWW barge in Lake Mälaren. Ice load results from the three 

methods described in Chapter 3 are summarized and compared. This chapter also 

investigates how does ship structure perform under various ice loads. Finite elements 

analysis (FEA) is conducted to assess the structural response when exposed to the predicted 

loads from ice conditions in Lake Mälaren. Both linear and non-linear analysis are 

performed (Paper A, Paper C and Paper D). 

Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work 

The final chapter of the thesis concludes the presented papers in relation to its objectives 

and presented other work done within the project. Future work for completing the research 

objectives is introduced. 
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2.Chapter 2 

Ice Load Characteristics and Ice Condition 

The ice loads show a stochastic nature due to variations in ice conditions and ice-hull contact 

processes. Natural ice has many forms ranging from a small ice floe till large icebergs. Ice 

properties can vary tremendously even for ice formed in the same water area. An in-depth 

understanding of ice load features and ice properties can help consolidating the target design 

circumstances. This chapter gives an overview of ice load characteristics and investigates ice 

properties in Lake Mälaren. 

 

2.1  Physical Ice Load 

The interaction between the ship and ice is a complex process, depending on the ice 

properties, hull geometry and relative velocity (Lubbad and Løset, 2011). The ice-hull break-

displace process and ice forces are idealized as shown in Figure 2.1. The ship-ice interaction 

begins with a localized crushing of a free ice edge at the contact zone. When the ship keeps 

moving forward, both the contact area and the crushing force will increase. The ship advance 

motion causes the ice sheet to deflect down along the hull surface, thus bending stresses are 

build up in ice sheet until it breaks off into small pieces.  

 

Figure 2.1 The ice breaking model. 

Many studies have been conducted on different ice load categories: local ice loads on ships, 

global loads on ships, ice ridges, icebergs, ice loads on fixed offshore structures and ice loads 

on moored floating structures. For ships running through icy IWWs in light ice condition, 

the global ice load and local ice load, as shown in Figure 2.2, shall be considered for the 

structural design and strength evaluation.  

Global ice pressures are an important consideration in the assessment of the required thrust 

to overcome the resistance, as well as the required overall strength and stability of the 

structure (Masterson and Frederking, 1993). During the bow impact, the global force is 

usually indicated as the average load on the bow of a ship (Blanchet et al., 1990). Global 

loads involve ice movements as splitting, spalling and micro fracturing. Ice drifting, wind 

and current affect the design ice load significantly. Many classification societies define an ice 
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belt region along the ship hull waterline area, seen as in Figure 2.3, where the structure 

scantlings and dimensions shall be increased respectively according to ice class notations. 

Design with such respect shall be paid attention to ice affected areas and ice-strengthened 

structures are required. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Illustrations of ice interacting with a structure (a) the global and (b) local areas (Jordaan, 

2017). 

The local ice forces are more significant compared to the global forces (Jordaan et al., 1993). 

Local ice loads must be emphasized during the design of the ship structure since extremely 

high loads can act on a small area in the brittle crushing process. The local load, sometimes 

expressed as local pressure, has a line-like behavior acting on the structural plate. Local ice 

loads act on a rectangular contact area (Masterson and Frederking, 1993). According to the 

Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations (ASPPR), the loading area has an aspect 

ratio of 8:1 between width and height of the loaded area. The ice load affected area governs 

(a) 

(b) 
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the local design of steel plate thickness and frame spacing as well as the size of bracing. Local 

loads can affect an area ranging from 1-100 [m2] (Masterson and Frederking, 1993). 

Different area concepts are developed to distinguish different loading effects. It can be seen 

from Figure 2.2, that the nominal contact area is developed during the whole interaction 

process, while the area with a higher pressure is significantly smaller than the nominal area. 

This local area with extremely high pressure has been termed as the critical area or High-

Pressure Zone (HPZ) (Jordaan, 2017). However, when the hull contacts with the full 

thickness of ice sheet, the ice loading becomes identical to the global loading. More 

knowledge of local ice conditions is need to understand the spatial and temporal variation 

of conditions and properties. Ice deformation and fracture behavior can be traced back to 

ice microstructure, such as deformation and fracture resistance at the crystalline level, 

fracture resistance of grain boundaries and evolution of damage and impurities of ice. 

Studies show that ice failure is dominated by fracture in the ice sheet unless except extremely 

low strain rate loading condition. 

 

Figure 2.3 Ice belt region defined by FSICR (Trafi, 2010). 

During one impact, the ice sheet may fail by crushing, bending, shearing or a combination 

of those modes. When the ice sheet fails by crushing, it is assumed to be related to the in-

plane uni-axial compressive strength of the ice sheet (Timco and Frederking, 1990). An ice 

sheet can present with ductile deformation at low speed and brittle flaking at higher speed. 

Those behavior uncertainties make ice-hull contact non-simultaneous and non-uniform. 

Observations from the Molikpaq structure show that ice crushing occurs 1% during the 

observation time while some crushing forces even contribute to the highest forces (Sodhi, 

2001). Indentation tests on real ships or specimens can be used to derive global ice forces in 

terms of the local ice forces with respect to crushing. Ice bending failure usually occurs in 

bow area resulting in extremely high local loads. The bending failure is related to hull shape, 

relative speed and ice mechanical properties. Rigid body motion of the ship and the ice are 

usually neglected for thin first year ice in theoretical models for ice bending breaking 

scenario. Splitting failure is another important failure mode. In collision with ice floe, 

splitting is observed as radial cracks. At low speeds, 0.2-8 [mm/s], ice floe has micro-
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cracking and split. However, ice fails in spalling at high speeds, larger than 100 [mm/s] 

(Sodhi and Chin, 1995). Such global splitting failures are frequently observed in sloping 

structures, e.g. icebreaker, wind turbine. Ice shearing failure is most important at the 

midship area where the frames are nearly vertical (Kujala, 1994). However, it is not 

straightforward to describe ice failure due to the complexity of the mechanical behavior and 

characteristics of ice and the following sections are dedicated to get into ice properties in 

more details. 

 

2.2 Ice Properties 

Ice properties are of the utmost importance for accurate ice load prediction. Error and 

uncertain estimates in the ice properties can lead wrong basis for design. 

Ice data, i.e. concentration, thickness and type, for Lake Mälaren is extracted and 

summarized from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI, 2018) 

website, and indicated in Figure 2.4. According to World Meteorological Organization Sea-

Ice Nomenclature (WMO, 2014), level ice represents ice which has not been affected by 

deformation; new ice is a general term for recently formed ice and is composed of ice crystals 

which are only weakly frozen together; fast ice is consolidated solid ice attached to the shore, 

to an ice wall or to an ice front. Those ice forms are common types in Lake Mälaren. It can 

be observed from Figure 2.4 that the most common type of ice is level ice at 48% followed 

by brash ice at 17% and small to medium ice floes at 10% and 8% respectively. In level ice, 

the ship is more prone to compressive loads. These loads can be larger than impact loads 

arising from brash ice ( Cheemakurthy et al., 2018). Almost equal presence of level ice and 

broken ice in Lake Mälaren implies equal distribution of compressive loads in level ice and 

impact loads in brash ice. 
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Figure 2.4 Ice type, thickness and concentration distribution between 1983 – 2017 (Cheemakurthy 

et al., 2019). 

2.2.1 Ice thickness and flexural strength 

Ice Thickness 

Ice thickness is an important feature since it is directly related to ice failure. The bearing 

capacity of an ice cover depends largely upon its thickness. Ice loads on ship structures 

increase significantly with increasing of ice thickness. The speed at which ships can move 

through ice-covered waters is associated with ice thickness. The height and size of pressure 

ridges and ice pile-up features are linked with ice thickness (Timco and Weeks, 2010). 

The yearly maximum ice thicknesses from 1980 are summarized and one mild winter, year 

2017, one normal winter, year 2013 and one severe winter, year 2011 for Lake Mälaren are 

selected for a detailed ice study, a part of the results is given in Figure 2.5. Due to the 

stochastic nature of ice thickness, a statistical study is performed to calculate characteristics 

of ice thickness. Several methods are applied to fit the ice thickness data. It turns out that 

Weibull distribution fits well for all datasets, and a part of the results is given in Figure 2.6. 

More results were presented and discussed in Paper A. The plots show that the thickness 

distribution varies for different years. However, the recorded ice thickness is a discrete 

random variable and not continuous. In reality, the change of thickness is continuous, Figure 

2.6 is useful to read the probabilities of different ice thicknesses. 
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Figure 2.5 Ice thickness distribution of Lake Mälaren in: (a) past 20 years; (b) Year 2011. 
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Figure 2.6 Weibull distribution probability density distribution function of ice thickness. 

Ice Flexural Strength 

The flexural strength of ice is not a basic material property. In the nature and during model 

tests, non-uniform ice fields are created. However, assumptions are usually made to 

interpret the material behavior as uniform for engineering use. To get flexural strength, two 

different approaches are available; cantilever beam tests and simple beam tests. Figure 2.7 

shows the three-point bending flexural test to determine ice flexural strength. The ice beam 

is cut from the middle part of the ice chunk. The force to bend the ice beak is recorded with 

sensors connecting to a laptop. Thus, the ice flexural strength can be calculated. However, 

field tests are restricted by accessibility and are work demanding. Because of the high work 

demand and limited access to the test facilities in some studies attempts have been made to 

relate ice strength as a function of other ice properties, for instance, brine volume, 

temperature, porosity (Timco and Weeks, 2010). 

The ice flexural strength, 𝜎𝑓, plays an important role in the ice breaking. Ice is, in nature a 

complex material, which makes 𝜎𝑓 difficult to measure. Researchers have done a lot of work 

to investigate and formulate ice properties. Based on Timco and Weeks (Timco and Weeks, 

2010), ice flexural strength can be determined as: 

𝜎𝑓 = 1.76𝑒−5.88√𝑣𝑏 , [MPa] (1) 

where 𝑣𝑏 is brine volume and taken as zero for Lake Mälaren. 

However, ice flexural strength for water with √𝑣𝑏  under 0.1  lacks experimental data. 

According to Equation (1), 𝜎𝑓 = 1.76 [MPa]. It is too high and unrealistic for freshwater ice 

when calculating the ice-induced resistance from Riska method (Riska et al., 1997.) The ice 

flexural strength in Baltic Sea is usually taken as 500 [kPa]. 
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Table 2.1 Ice properties for freshwater (Erceg et al., 2015 and Keinonen et al., 1991). 

Date Location Ice 𝝈𝒇 [kPa] Ice thickness [m] Water 

79-01,02 Great Lakes L,C,M 648 0.32-0.52 F 

86-02 Lake Michigan L 453 0.27-0.52 F 

Note: F – Ice formed from fresh water;    

          M – Maneuvering; 

L – Level ice;                                                     

C – Channel ice. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Three-point bending flexural test for ice beam (Picture taken by Meng Zhang). 

 

 

(a) 
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Figure 2.8. Ice data information of thickness, flexural strength, salinity, and ice forms (FY: first 

year ice) in Paper A.  

Ice flexural strength obtained from field tests and laboratory tests can be good sources to 

make estimation. Based on previous research, some ice flexural data are collected and 

plotted in terms of ice thickness, salinity and ice forms, as shown in Figure 2.8. It can be 

seen in Figure 2.8 (a) that ice flexural strength scatters widely in the plots as ice types and 

thickness vary. Figure 2.8 (b) shows the ice type plays a significant role in determining ice 

flexural strength. Only few data are available for freshwater ice and presented in Table 2.1. 

Based on empirical equation and recorded data, the flexural strength of pure level ice is 

determined as 𝜎𝑓 = 648 [kPa] for ice thickness of 0.5 [m] for a conservative assessment in 

this work. 

2.2.2 Other mechanical properties 

Ice is a geophysical material. It is non-homogeneous (as the grain size and distribution of 

impurities can vary), non-isotropic (since the temperature gradient affects mechanical 

properties) and orthotropic (because its strength depends on crystal structure orientation) 

(Timco and O.’Brien, 1994). Ice properties are important factors affecting the hull-ice 

interaction and are crucial to determine the ice load. 

Researchers have done a lot of work to investigate and formulate ice properties. Lake 

Mälaren is a fresh water lake and the corresponding properties can be summarized using the 

formulae (Timco and Weeks, 2010 and Kujala, 1996). The ice properties for Lake Mälaren 

are summarized in Table 2.2.Ice compressive strength has a value of 738 [kPa] based on the 
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equation in Table 2.2. For the study herein,  𝜎𝑐 is considered as 2000 [kPa] based on Aker 

Arctic Report 2017.  

Table 2.2 Ice properties summary. 

Parameter Equation Value 

Symbol Definition 

𝜌[kg m3⁄ ] density \ 920  

𝐸[Pa] Young’s modulus \ 109 

𝜐 Poison’s ratio \ 0.3 

ℎ𝑖[m] Ice thickness \ 0.32*  

𝜎𝑡[kPa] tensile strength 𝜎𝑡 = 4.278𝜈𝑇
−0.6455 167  

𝜎𝑓[kPa] flexural strength \ 648 

𝜎𝑐[kPa] compressive strength 
𝜎𝑐 = 37(𝜀̇)0.22 [1 − √

𝑣𝑇

270
] 

2000  

𝜎𝑝𝑐[kPa] crushing strength 
𝜎𝑝𝑐 =

0.065

√𝐴
[MPa] 

196  

where 𝜀̇ is loading rate, 𝜈𝑇 is the total porosity and 𝐴 is design area. 

*here ice thickness is the mean value based on Weibull distribution. 

 

2.3 Concluding Remarks 

Ice load characteristics are studied and discussed. Ice properties are investigated in terms of 

freshwater ice. For IWW ships, global ice load and local ice load need to be addressed. 

However, how to model freshwater ice load further remains as a question. A suitable ice 

model is critical for accurate ice load prediction and next chapter explores different ice 

modelling methods. 
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3.Chapter 3 

Ice Load Modelling 

This chapter describes the three different methods, i.e. probabilistic method, numerical 

method and FSICR, used for ice load modelling. The probabilistic method and the more 

refined numerical method are introduced as well. They offer specific task- and route-driven 

means with inputs from design parameters, i.e. ice properties and ship geometry. The 

deterministic method, FSICR, is presented as a reference as it is the most common used for 

freshwater ice. 

 

3.1  Finnish-Swedish Ice Class Rules 

As for first year thin ice condition, FSICR is the most practical one. It should be noted that 

FSICR aims at Baltic Sea where salinity differs from inland waterways. However, since Baltic 

Sea has a very low salinity level closer to fresh water, FSICR can be applied on IWWs. In 

FSICR, the required hull structural strength is decided based on ice thickness categorizing 

ships into four ice classes; IA Super, IA, IB, IC. The FSICR is based on the design scenario 

which is a ship collision on ice channel edge having a minimum speed of 5 knots, considering 

only the elastic state of the hull material. The process is outlined in Figure 3.1. 

The pressure is a function of a set of hull factors and is expressed as, 

𝑝 = 𝑐𝑑 ⋅ 𝑐𝑝 ⋅ 𝑐𝑎 ⋅  𝑝0 (2) 

where 𝑝0  is nominal ice pressure 5.6 [MPa]. It is constant for all ice classes, as the ice 

properties throughout the Baltic Sea do not change significantly during an average winter; 

𝑐𝑑 is a factor that takes into account the influence of displacement, 𝛥, and engine power of 

the ship, 𝑃. It is given as, 

𝑐𝑑  =  
𝑎 ∙ 𝑘 + 𝑏 

1000
, (3) 

𝑘 = √
𝛥 ∙ 𝑝

1000
. (4) 

The value of 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants defined in the FSICR according to value of 𝑘 and the hull-

design. Factor 𝑐𝑝 adjusts the design pressure according to the region ice acting on the hull. 

Ship is divided into bow, mid-body and stern regions and 𝑐𝑝  values range from 1.0 (bow 

region for all ice classes) to 0.25 (stern region for IC ice class). The last factor 𝑐𝑎 is dependent 

on the load length that influences response in each structural member. It is calculated as, 

𝑐𝑎 = √
𝑙0

𝑙𝑎
 (5) 

with maximum 1.0, minimum 0.35, where 𝑙𝑎 is load length, 𝑙0 is frame space. 
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Figure 3.1 General example of hierarchy of scantlings selection valid for FSICR. 

 

3.2 Probabilistic Method 

The probabilistic approach in general allows for consideration of the uncertainty and 

variability in environmental conditions and associated design loads. It provides a simplified 

way to estimate extreme ice pressure in long-term ice loads encountered by ship hull 

structure. Therefore, the probabilistic method, is used for determining the ice loads. 

Many studies have statistically analyzed ice loads on ship structures (Masterson and 

Frederking, 1993, Jordaan et al., 1993, Taylor et al., 2010 and Rahman et al., 2015). The 

probabilistic method assumes the ice pressure is related to contact area. According to the 

probabilistic method described in the previous research, by using data from real ship 

impacts, field tests and large-scale platforms, the design criteria covering the contact area 

from 1 m2 up to 100 m2 has been developed for large displacement ships encounter with large 

ice masses.  

Based on the analysis, the relationship between the local design (nominal contact) area, 𝑎 in 

m2 and pressure 𝛼 in [MPa], can be formulated as (Sanderson, 1988), 

𝛼 = 𝐶𝑎𝐷. (6) 

The parameters in the formula should be decided according to the real target situation. A 

series of fit curves of Equation (6) from field tests (Taylor et al., 2010) with different 

constants C and D can be seen in Figure 3.2. Those ice pressure curves are dependent on the 

physical characteristic of the interaction, such as ice type, thickness, or temperature. Higher 
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C values tend to give rise to data under heavier ice conditions while lower values indicate 

lighter ice conditions. 

 

Figure 3.2 Plots of ice pressure versus area for ship-ice interaction based on different sets of data 

(Taylor et al., 2010). 

The Design Curve, as shown in Figure 3.2, from such relationship and many field data is 

proposed as: 

𝛼 = 1.25𝑎−0.7. (7) 

The Design Curve is generally applied to a range of local design areas 0.6 - 6 [m2]. It serves 

as an appropriate upper bound for the local design, as shown in in Figure 3.2, and is 

applicable widely during the primary design stage to compute ice loads without detailed ice 

information. 

For longer durations (short duration is not covered herein), the design load value 𝑍𝑒  can be 

estimated given the exceedance probability 𝑃𝑒,  

𝑃𝑒 = 1 − 𝐹𝑍(𝑍𝑒) (8) 

𝑍𝑒 = 𝑥0 + 𝛼{− ln[− ln 𝐹𝑍(𝑍𝑒)] + ln 𝜈 + ln 𝑟}, (9) 

𝜇 = 𝑟 ∙ 𝑣 (10) 

where 𝐹𝑍  is the ice cumulative distribution function, 𝑥0  is exposure constant and is 

dependent on the design area, can be defined based on reference dataset. 𝑍𝑒  can be the force 

or pressure under consideration. 𝑣  is the number of events (ice-hull rams or misses). It 

particularly refers to ship hull and ice floe crushing collision and can be calculated when the 
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frequency of loading and voyage duration are given. Rams and misses are defined with 

respect to ice pressure threshold value based on the test results during the computations. 𝜇 

(rams) is the effective event. r is proportion factor. 

And ice force 𝐹 in [kN] can be calculated as: 

𝐹 = 𝑍𝑒 ∙ 𝐴 (11) 

where 𝐴 is HPZ herein. 

Equation (6), (8) and (9) together establish the foundation of the probabilistic method. 

Exceedance of the design load is represented with two event strategies. The first one is 

Extreme-Level Ice Event (ELIE) may reflect design for a 1 in 100 year and is specified at 10–

2 annual exceedance probability on annual maximum (elastic design with some plastic 

deformations). The other one is Abnormal-Level Ice Event (ALIE), may reflect a 1 in 10,000 

year and specified at 10–4 annual exceedance probability on annual maximum (full plastic 

limit state) (Ralph and Jordaan, 2013). 

 

Figure 3.3 A general review for prediction of extreme loads using parent dataset. 

As ice conditions vary dramatically between sea and lake with regards to ice type, thickness, 

salinity, the Design Curve cannot be utilized directly to derive the ice loading for light IWW 

ice conditions. It would result in an extremely conservative ice loads prediction. Thus, the 

target ice conditions and properties must be studied in order to use the probabilistic method. 

The general approach is given in Figure 3.3. This study is only concerned with first-year thin 

level ice. By selecting suitable reference dataset and considering correct ice exposure 

condition, such as ice concentration and number of rams, the extreme pressure can be 

proposed. This method gives a approximate estimation results and is easy to apply with little 
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information about design parameters. For accurate ice load prediction, a refined method 

shall be developed. 

 

3.3 Numerical Ice Load Model 

The probabilistic method mentioned above for ice resistance and ice loads are often limited 

to certain ship or structure types. For an example, it indicates that the formulation of 

Lindqvist (Lindqvist, 1989) does not necessarily apply for tankers or other ships (und Polach 

and Ehlers, 2011). For ice-going ships in IWWs, both ship scale and ice load differ from ships 

running in North Sea Route. To get more accurate ice load prediction, as many as design 

parameters should be considered. Thus, a further step is taken and the method to simulate 

ice-hull interaction is developed. 

The general approach to model ice-hull interaction is in accordance with ice physics and 

failure process. Such model takes both ship and ice data and can be applied to any ship 

design. Varsta (Varsta, 1983) used finite elements to determine ice loads on ship hull 

sections. Valanto (Valanto, 2001) divided this interaction process into ice breaking, ice 

rotation, ice sliding and ice clearing based on the main phenomena in breaking the level ice 

(Enkvist et al., 1979), as shown in Figure 3.4. The numerical method by Valanto (Valanto, 

2001) is based on potential flow theory following plate theory where the ice sheet is modelled 

as a boundary condition with less accounts for the elastic strain-modulus and the Poisson's 

ratio as mechanical properties of the ice sheet. von Bock und Polach(von Bock und Polach 

and Ehlers, 2013) presents a numerical model that accounts for the model-scale ice micro-

structure and a variety of the physical effects under load. A numerical model has been 

proposed by Su (Su et al., 2011, Su et al., 2010) randomizing ice conditions with the global 

ice loads.,  the results of  the model have been then validated by field measurements. Liu 

(Liu et al., 2006) treated the ice-hull interaction as a mechanical problem of global load on 

a rigid body and presented mathematical modelling of ice-hull interaction for ship 

maneuvering in ice simulations. 

 

(a) 
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Figure 3.4 Idealized time histories of ice forces and the definition of ice resistance (Riska et al., 1997). 

The numerical model developed in Paper C and D aims to provide an efficient way to 

compute ice-hull interaction impact force with two prime ice failure modes, crushing and 

bending, in level ice condition in connection with design parameters. Ice is regarded as 

isotropic material with ice flexural strength 𝜎𝑓  as failure criterion. Thus, the model only 

considers variations in icebreaking patterns but not variations in ice thickness and ice 

flexural strength. The ice flexural failure occurs at a distance (expressed as the ice breaking 

length lb) from the crushing region is mainly determined by the ice thickness and the ship 

speed among all other parameters. The final force to break the ice sheet is notated as ice 

breaking force. The numerical method introduced can be applied to determine local ice loads 

around a ship hull, and the global ice loads can be obtained as the integrated value of local 

loads. Local and global loads are determined in sort of a time domain with a variation based 

on the randomness of involved input variables and related to the crushing and bending 

failure mechanisms. 

3.3.1 Ice-hull collision model 

The continuous icebreaking process is assumed to happen periodically in this model. Four 

ice failure occurrences are assumed to happen during one complete impact event. Forces can 

be computed for each occurrence. The time history ice force is thus a periodic function of 

every impact event, as shown in Figure 3.5. The whole process is assumed to be a repetition 

of the following steps. First, initial contact happens where ice crushing occurs, the ice sheet 

is unbreakable but localized fracture takes place with ice spalling and extruding. Second, 

initial ice sheet defects due to bending failure, it usually happens along free edge on ice sheet.  

Then, the radial fracture occurs and is roughly perpendicular to the free boundary. The first 

crack appears due to ice bending and occurs at the ice edge along ice free edge. Finally, more 

cracks are triggered. Both radial and circumferential cracks begin to generate. Ice sheet 

starts breaking due to bending failure at maximum stress. 

(b) 
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Figure 3.5 Idealized ice breaking forces and the definition of ice impact force. 

Ice-hull impact is a highly stochastic process. Normally, ice collision happens along ship 

waterline plane. Most impacts occur at ship bow part which means stem and shoulder are 

more effective in terms of ice breaking. To obtain ice breaking force, the periphery of 

waterline plane shall be discretized into small elements and ice breaking force is computed 

in time domain. In order to simplify the ice-hull interaction model and keep the dynamic 

feature, ship stem and bow parts are highlighted in the model and discretized with elements 

(points). Thus, several contact locations within the target area are evaluated, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. When ice sheet breaks, it may break into different number of pieces. The ice sheet 

is assumed to break into small identical ice floes with same angle and size. In this work, only 

five points are selected in order to demonstrate the concept. More elements can be 

introduced to increase model accuracy. The impact locations are considered randomly in the 

model. Random wedge angle can be explored in further studies.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.6 Bow discretization and locations considered in Paper D. 

3.3.2 Ice crushing and contact force 

The first step is to study ice crushing failure model. The energy method proposed by Daley 

(Daley, 1999, Daley and Liu, 2010) and Propov et al. (Popov et al., 1967) provides an effective 

way to calculate the crushing force and indentation displacement for ice-hull contact. The 

initial impact collision is triggered by a ship with kinetic energy and a still ice sheet with 

bulky mass. Ice properties (e.g. ice thickness, ice crushing strength) and hull geometry are 

inputs for calculation. Moreover, the method includes several analytical formulas for 

different geometric contact cases. 

The energy method is applicable for an impact between two objects. It is assumed that one 

object is moving while the other stands still. During the process, the effective kinetic energy, 

KEe, from the moving object is equivalent to the energy expanded to the other as crushing 

(indentation) energy, IE. The collided object is assumed to have infinite large mass, as only 

in this case the effective kinetic energy can be regarded same as the total kinetic energy. This 

approach can evaluate the maximum force when all ice movements are ceased. 

According to such assumption and based on Daley (Delay, 1999), KEe and IE are equal at the 

collision point (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧): 

𝐾𝐸𝑒 = 𝐼𝐸 . (12) 

The indentation energy can be represented by the indentation force Fn and the crushing 

indentation displacement through ice sheet from the contact point 𝜁𝑐; and the kinetic energy 

is expressed by the ship effective mass and velocity: 

𝐼𝐸 = ∫ 𝐹𝑛d
𝜁

0

𝜁𝑐 , (13) 

𝐾𝐸𝑒 =
1

2
𝑀𝑒𝑉𝑛

2, (14) 

𝑀𝑒 =
𝑀ship

𝐶𝑜
, (15) 

𝑉𝑛 = 𝑉ship𝑙, (16) 

where 𝑀𝑒 is the effective mass at the impact point; 𝑀ship stands for the effective mass of the 
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ship at the contact point; 𝐶𝑜 presents the mass reduction factor in six degree of freedom 

motions; 𝑉𝑛 is the normal velocity at the impact point; 𝑉ship is the ship velocity; l is the x-

direction cosine. 

The normal impact force 𝐹𝑛 and the energy IE can be calculated according to  Daley (Daley, 

1999): 

𝐹𝑛 = 𝑝𝑜 ∙ 𝑓𝑎 ∙ 𝜁𝑛
𝑓𝑥−1

,  (17) 

𝐼𝐸 = 𝑝𝑜 ∙ 𝑓𝑎 ∙
𝜁𝑛

𝑓𝑥

𝑓𝑥
 , (18) 

where p0 is the pressure at 1 [m2], here p0 is equivalent to the ice crushing strength, 𝜎𝑐. It 

equals to 2000 [kPa]. 𝜁𝑛 is the ice indentation from the initial contact point along the normal 

direction of contact area.  fx is a function of ex, where ex is a constant factor. fa is a function 

of the geometric parameter, more explanations can be found in Paper C. 

Based on Equation (12) and (18), the kinetic energy can be expressed as: 

𝐾𝐸𝑒 = 𝑝𝑜 ∙ 𝑓𝑎 ∙
𝜁𝑛

𝑓𝑥

𝑓𝑥
, (19) 

with the normal indentation displacement 𝜁𝑛 as: 

𝜁𝑛 = (
𝐾𝐸𝑒 ∙ 𝑓𝑥

𝑝0 ∙ 𝑓𝑎
)

𝑓𝑥−1
𝑓𝑥

. (20) 

By substituting Equation (20) into (17), the normal force at crushing surface can be found 

as: 

𝐹𝑛 = 𝑝0 ∙ 𝑓𝑎 ∙ (
𝐾𝐸𝑒 ∙ 𝑓𝑥

𝑝0 ∙ 𝑓𝑎
)

𝑓𝑥−1
𝑓𝑥

. (21) 

The normal contact force can be divided into two components, the vertical component 𝐹𝑧 

and the horizontal component 𝐹𝑥  (Croasdale, 1978). In the presented model, these force 

components are related to the ice failure criterion and the ice resistance, respectively. The 

vertical component, 𝐹𝑧, could cause bending failure based on the geometric relationship, see 

Figure 3.7. Based on the geometric relationship, the resistance component, 𝐹𝑥 , and the 

bending force 𝐹𝑧, can be calculated.  

 

Figure 3.7 The force components at contact area. 
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𝐹𝑧 = 𝐹𝑛(cos 𝜑 − 𝜇 sin 𝜑) , (22) 

𝐹𝑥 = 𝐹𝑛(sin 𝜑 + 𝜇 cos 𝜑) , (23) 

where 𝐹𝑥 is the horizontal force;  is the average dynamic coefficient of friction between the 

ice and the hull. 

3.3.3 Ice bending breaking force 

Whether the contact force results in ice crushing or ice bending failure depends on the ice 

layer and its bending stiffness. The problem of computing stress in a breakable ice floe 

caused by the ice-hull impact can be solved by reforming it into an infinite plate subjected 

to a uniformly distributed force on a Winkler (elastic) foundation, as shown in Figure 

3.8.The stress in formed ice wedges can be calculated using method described in Kerr and 

Palmer (Kerr and Palmer, 1972), Kerr and Kwak (Kerr and Kwak, 1993) and Nevel (Nevel, 

1958, Nevel, 1961). 

 

Figure 3.8 The ice bending model illustration: a semi-infinite plate resting on an elastic foundation 

and subjected to a uniform distributed load. 

The analysis is based on the differential equation: 

𝐷∇4𝜔 + 𝑘𝜔 = 𝑞 , (24) 

where 𝐷 is the bending stiffness of the ice, w is the vertical deflection and 𝑘  is the specific 

weight of water (is the foundation modulus for a pavement or the specific weight of the liquid 

base), 𝑞 is the distributed load, where 

𝐷 =
0.42𝐸ℎ𝑖

3

12(1 − 𝑣2)
, (25) 

𝑘 = 𝜌𝑤𝑔, (26) 

∇4=
𝜕4

𝜕𝑥4
+ 2

𝜕4

𝜕𝑥2𝜕𝑦2
+

𝜕4

𝜕𝑦4
. (27) 

It can be seen from Figure 3.8 that the applied force is uniformly distributed over a half 

circular area with a radius r. As it is assumed the contact area remains the same after ice 

crushing, the loading radius and distributed load can be computed as 
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𝑟 = √
2𝐴0

𝜋
 (28) 

𝑞 =
𝐹𝑧

𝐴ℎ
, or, 𝑞 =

𝑃

𝐴ℎ
, (29) 

where Ah is the horizonal area in the crushing calculations. When crushing force 𝐹𝑧 is not 

sufficient to break ice sheet, a new force P shall be assumed to find the ice bending force. 

The final breaking force can be found by iteration and is represented as Pb. 

To solve Equation (24), the problem can be further reformulated from a uniform distributed 

load to a concentrated load acting close to the ice edge. Based on the literature (Lubbad and 

Løset, 2011), the point load location is marked as P (x0,0), where 

𝑥0 =
4𝑟

3𝜋
. (30) 

The bending moments and stresses in the x- and y-direction are calculated from the 

curvature of the deformed ice sheet along x-axis at y = 0. 

𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑥, 0) = −𝐷 (
d2𝑤

d𝑥2
+ 𝜈

d2𝑤

d𝑦2 ), (31) 

𝑀𝑦𝑦(𝑥, 0) = −𝐷 (𝜈
d2𝑤

d𝑥2
+

d2𝑤

d𝑦2 ), (32) 

𝜎𝑥𝑥(𝑥, 0) = −6
𝑀𝑥𝑥

ℎ𝑖
2 , (33) 

𝜎𝑦𝑦(𝑥, 0) = −6
𝑀𝑦𝑦

ℎ𝑖
2 . (34) 

By solving the above equations, the stress in ice sheet can be calculated. With the yield stress 

as the criterion, the ice sheet bending capacity can be computed and the impact force can be 

determined when ice breaks by bending failure. 

3.3.4 Validation of the numerical model  

The numerical modelling for ice impact load is validated with data from an ice model test 

conducted at Aker Arctic test facility in Finland. Details of the model and its full-scale ferry 

together with the test condition are described and shown Figure 3.9 and Table 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.9 Side view of the ferry model NB550 (AARC Report A-555, Appendix C). 
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Table 3.1 Principal particulars of the ferry NB550 and model ship. 

Full-scale ferry Model ship 

L (Waterline plane length) [m]  26.155 Scale factor 8.333 

B (Waterline plane Beam) [m]  7.5 L [m] 3.18 

T (Draft) [m]  2.3 B [m] 0.9 

φ1 (Stem angle) [deg] 25 T [m] 0.276 

α (Waterline angle) [deg]  30  0.05 

𝐶𝑏(Block coefficient) 0.549 E [kPa] 77979 

𝐶𝑚 (Midship section coefficient) 0.896  𝜎f [kPa] 53.6 

Displacement [kg]  247091 E/𝜎f 1456 

 

The numerical model simulation of shuttle ferry is performed regarding the ship model data 

at the different speeds. Ice loads are calculated according to the numerical model developed 

in the previous section. One ice load result series is plotted in Figure 3.10. The vertical lines 

indicate ice force at each time step, the red horizontal lines are the model test data while 

black dashed line indicates the Root Mean Square (r.m.s) values of the computed results. 

And the computed force is regards as global ice breaking force under the assumption that 

only bow part is capable of icebreaking. 

 

Figure 3.10 Result comparison for Speed V=1.38 [m/s]. 

The results and its comparison with model test data are listed in Table 3.2. A good agreement 

is achieved in general. However, this model is sensitive to the setup parameters. Some of the 

variables, e.g. wedge number, number of collisions, are obtained from the observations in 

model test and they have significant influence in the final results. Thus, variables should be 

carefully selected. Validation with ice model test can ensure the accuracy when using this 

method. For case No. 1, 2 and 3, same parameter set up, e.g. collision locations, wedge 

numbers, is applied. For Case No. 1.1, the number of collisions is changed thus a good 

agreement is achieved. One reason is that the number of collisions is speed depended. 

However, the observations of the model test lack of speed information, which makes the 

initial parameter setup does not work at low speed. Another reason can be that crushing is 

more dominate at lower speed. More discussion can be seen in Paper D. Nevertheless, the 
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method is useful and can be quickly adapted to different design scenarios and ice conditions. 

Table 3.2 Ice force result summary and comparison. 

No. Speed 

[m/s] 

ice 

thickness  

[mm] 

Ice load from 

Model test 

 [N] 

Ice load from 

Computation  

[N] 

Result 

Discrepancy 

[%] 

1 0.41 26 31.4 80 154 

1.1 0.41 26 31.4 31 1.3 

2 0.92 26.8 84.75 89 5.0 

3 1.38 30.8 146.8 142 3.3 

 

3.4 Summary 

Three methods for ice load are selected and described under IWW freshwater ice condition. 

FSICR is presented and ice class IC is assigned for Lake Mälaren. Probabilistic method 

principles are explained and a parent dataset is chosen for extreme pressure prediction. A 

numerical model is established based on analytical solutions and stochastic ice-hull contact 

process. Then it is validated with a ship model test in ice. The global ice breaking force under 

given speed from model test is compared with numerical ice model. To get accurate global 

ice load, parameter set up in the model is critical. As local ice load is more significant 

compared to global ice load during ship design, later on, the comparisons among three 

methods, FSICR method, the probabilistic method and the numerical method, are based on 

local ice load prediction. For numerical model, only the maximum ice force component is 

addressed, i.e. the ice sheet bending breaking force.  
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4.Chapter 4 

Case study 

To implement and evaluate those methods described in Chapter 3, a case is studies with an 

IWW barge. The ship information and structural scantlings in the bow area are given. Ice 

load comparisons among the methods are made and discussed. Application scenarios are 

proposed based on the method mechanism and simulation results. Once ice load is 

determined, the corresponding structure can be designed regarding such ice load. 

Preliminary design is usually created by following rules and regulations in FSICR. With 

specific design requirement, i.e. ice load, such structure can be adjusted either by increasing 

or decreasing the reinforcements. In this work, FSICR rule-based structural design is given 

as a reference where the structural scantlings are changed but the arrangement remains the 

same as the original one. The structure response analysis is conducted with a stiffened 

structure in ship bow part with regard to the predicted ice load. 

 

4.1  The Ship 

The problem-solving process is realized with an IWW barge, m/s Amice. The ship was 

investigated in the project EMMA (Zhang, 2018) addressing whether the barge, built for the 

river Elbe in Germany, needs structural strengthening for a hypothetical service on lake 

Mälaren in Sweden. The m/s Amice has been designed based on DNV GL IWW rules without 

consideration for ice operations. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 list principal parameters and 

structure dimensions. The barge’s structural arrangement is a representative of IWW barges. 

The calculations and simulations done in this thesis are all based on the dimensions of m/s 

Amice. 

Table 4.1 Structural Scantlings of Barge AMICE. 

Structural Member Dimensions  

Plate thickness 10 [mm] 

Transverse Frame HP 160 x 8 [mm]    Z* = 34 [cm3], A* = 13 [cm2] 

Web Frame T 300x8/100x10      Z* = 179 [cm3], A* = 34 [cm2] 

Stringer T 300x8/100x10      Z* = 179 [cm3], A*= 34 [cm2] 

Frame spacing 0.5 [m] 

Frame span 1.25 [m] 

Stringer spacing 1.5 [m] 

Yield Strength 235 [MPa] 

*where, Z is the section modulus and A is the cross-section area. 
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Table 4.2 The investigated vessel and its main particulars. 

Parameter Value 

 

Length Overall 135 [m] 

Beam  11.45 [m] 

Depth  4.25 [m] 

Max Speed  13.7 [knots] 

Draught  3.4 [m] 

Power  1588 [kW] 

Tonnage  3938 [tons] 

Vessel Type River Barge 

 

4.2 Ice Loads 

The ice load results are summarized from the three methods, FSICR method, the 

probabilistic method and the numerical method. Ice loads based on FSICR is presented as a 

reference. All results are computed under the same level ice condition from Lake Mälaren 

and associated with the m/s Amice barge. 

4.2.1 Probabilistic method 

In paper A, several strategies and cases (i.e. ice concentration, operation period) are studied 

to assess the effects of controllable factors identifying a design curve valid for lake Mälaren. 

Two design reference datasets (Taylor et al., 2010 and Rahman et al., 2005) are selected to 

derive the expected extreme load as those tests conditions are similar to first year fresh water 

ice condition. Probability of exceedance is set as: 𝑃𝑒 = 0.5 and 𝑃𝑒 = 10−2 respectively. The 

final computed design loads are shown in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Design load cases. 

No. Ice Loads 

Load case 1 (Pe = 0.5) 𝑍𝑒1 = 1.354 [MPa], 𝐹1 = 130 [kN]; 

Load case 2 (Pe = 0.01) 𝑍𝑒2 = 5.744 [MPa], 𝐹2 = 550 [kN]. 

 

Two proposed design curves for m/s Amice, Design 1 and 2, the Design Curve (𝛼 = 1.25𝑎−0.7) 

and N. Bering 83 dataset (parent data) are plotted in Figure 4.1. The different curves are 

discussed in Paper A. Here, the Design 2 curve close to the N. Bering 83 reference data set 

is chosen to represent the design equation for m/s Amice in Lake Mälaren, thus the design 

curve can be formulated as below which refers to Design 2 in the study. As mainly ice 

information is considered in this method, the proposed curve can be generally used for Lake 

Mälaren. 
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𝛼 = 0.265𝑎−0.57 , (35) 

𝑍𝑒 = 𝛼{− ln[− ln(1 − 𝑃𝑒)] + ln 𝜈 + ln 𝑟} (36) 

where 𝑃𝑒 = 0.01, 𝜇 = 𝜈 ∙ 𝑟 = 106. 

 

Figure 4.1 Comparison of design curves with reference datasets in Paper A. (1) Design curve 1 for 

m/s Amice 𝛼 = 0.15 + 0.256𝑎−0.6 ; (2) Design curve 2 for m/s Amice 𝛼 = 0.265𝑎−0.57 ; (3) Design 

Curve 𝛼 = 1.25𝑎−0.7; (4) N. Bering 83 dataset 𝛼 = 0.27 + 0.28𝑎−0.62. 

4.2.2 Numerical model 

The numerical model can predict global ice force for a given speed and ice thickness. It has 

been validated with ice model test in ice in Section 3.3.4. In principle, the global force can 

be used for global structural strength assessment and be utilized for ice resistance 

prediction. But for local design, local impact force is more significant, especially for the bow 

part where violent impact occurs. Besides, the ice breaking capability of the ship bow is one 

of the key design factors for ice-going ships.  

In Paper C, for m/s Amice in level ice condition on Lake Mälaren, it shows that the ice sheet 

bending failure force is the higher than ice crushing force during the ice-hull contact process. 

Thus, the ice bending failure force is taken as the critical ice force 𝐹𝐶 acting on the ship hull. 

It is comparable with extreme ice pressure computed in the probabilistic method. However, 

the numerical method could also reflect the relationships between ice force and ship design 

parameters (i.e. ship speed, ice thickness). 
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Figure 4.2 Ice critical force ( 𝐹𝐶) in terms of ship speed (𝑈) and ice thickness( ℎ𝑖)  with stem angle 

25 for ship stem collision in Paper C and D. 

As an example, the critical ice force with respect to ship speed and ice thickness is plotted in 

Figure 4.2. It can be seen that the critical ice force varies with ship speed and ice thickness 

and the influence is significant. Ice breaking force changes a lot with speed when ice thickness 

increases. The influence from the speed at very low ice thickness (ℎ = 0.1 𝑚) can be almost 

neglected. The force increases significantly when the ice thickness increases. Figure 4.2 can be 

used for guidance in ship operation. For example, assume the structure load capacity is 400 

[kN], the ship speed can be 2 [m/s] when ice thickness is 0.5 [m] or be approximately 5 [m/s] 

when ice thickness is 0.4 [m]. Similar figures can be plotted with other design parameters, for 

instance ship stem angle. By varying ship design parameters, it is possible to find a set of 

design parameters that gives lower ice impact load.  

4.2.3 Results summary and concluding remarks 

The local ice loads or pressures from the three different methods applied to m/s Amice are 

presented in Table 4.4. FSICR provides ice design pressure both for transverse and 

longitudinal structural members. With a user defined load patch, the ice load can be 

calculated as a local or a global ice load. The probabilistic method considers extreme ice load 

at a high-pressure zone, implying that a local ice load can be obtained when such area can 

be determined. Similarly, the numerical model calculates both global ice load during bow 

imprint and critical local load in local scale. The global ice load is a combination of all local 

loads. The critical local load refers to the ice sheet bending force.  

Generally, FSICR gives lower values compare to other methods. The probabilistic method 
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relies much on which parent dataset is selected. The proposed probabilistic method for Lake 

Mälaren gives similar results as with the numerical model. The numerical method can 

predict ice loads for both stem and shoulder area and show that the ice load on stem is the 

largest. By comparing the results in Table 4.4, the results from Lake Mälaren method (in 

bold) can be used for structural strength analysis for the m/s Amice. 

Table 4.4 Summary of predicted local ice pressure/load. 

Methods Comment Pressure [𝐌𝐏𝐚] Load [𝐤𝐍] 

FSICR IC 

Transverse shell member 1.708 \ 

Longitudinal shell 

member 
1.611 \ 

Probabilistic 

Method 

Rahman [1] 1.354 130 

Taylor[1] 5.744 550 

Lake Mälaren[1][2] 2.622 250 

Numerical model  
Stem[3] \ 249 

Shoulder[3] \ 188 

[1]: For design area 𝐴 = 0.576 [m2], 𝑃𝑒 = 0.01. 

[2]: For 𝜇 = 106. 

[3]: For ℎ𝑖 = 0.32 [𝑚], 𝑉 = 5[𝑚/𝑠] 

 

 

The design ice load patches are important factors for conducting structural strength analysis 

and its definition is illustrated in Figure 4.3. From Figure 4.3 (a), it can be seen the FSICR 

design pressure is assumed to be constant over the real ice load variations. This is the same 

for the probabilistic method and the numerical method. For local hull structural assessment, 

smaller load area, usually the so-called high-pressure zone, as shown in Figure 4.3 (b), is 

defined on which the extreme ice load is applied. The bar plot in Figure 4.3 (a) indicates real 

ice pressure and it is simplified as the line-like load in Figure 4.3 (b). Understandings of 

those differences and application aspects are important when analyzing structural behavior 

under different ice load context. 

In Table 4.5 some pros and cons of the three methods are summarized. Those aspects shall 

be considered when choosing a method for ice load prediction with respect to different ship 

design scenarios and tasks. 
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(a) 

 

  

(b) 

 

  

Figure 4.3 Plots of design pressure patches and real pressure distribution(histogram). 

Table 4.5 Summary of three methods. 

Ice class rules •  Do not directly account for spatial and temporal variations found 

in ice load measurements; 

•  Use general safety margins for different structural elements; 

•  No information with ice loads & no route-specific ice conditions; 

•  Can yield non-conservative designs; 

•  Are made for level ice breaking with speed below 5 knots; 

•  Design against yield point; 

•  Address both global ice load and local ice load accessible. 

Probabilistic 

method 

•  Derive the design load in a straightforward and physical way; 

•  Selection of the target ice loads can consider seasonal and regional 

variability and the number of loading events; 

•  Can cause local plastic deformations on plates, frames and web 

frames, requiring an increase in scantlings to remain within the 
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design limit; 

•  Establish link between actual operational area and design loads; 

•  Data from field tests where low speed were settled; 

•  Obtain local extreme ice load pressure. 

Numerical 

model 

•  Ice-hull interaction mechanism is studied; 

•  Build a bridge between ice load and design parameters including 

ice properties and ship geometries under certain ice condition, 

influence from different factors are intuitive; 

•  Ice properties variations are not included in the current model but 

can be applied; 

•  Time consuming and demand more workload; 

•  Both global ice load and local ice load achievable. 

 

4.3 Structural Analysis 

The ice loads are defined and determined in the previous section with different methods. For 

ships running through ice-covered waters, the structure must be able to withstand the 

resulting ice load. Therefore, structure design and structure behave must be investigated. 

Hull strengthening is usually required for ice-going ships and other ships with ice class. In 

general, for a ship under ice load, the structure scantlings are larger which causes a heavier 

ship. An appropriate design can take the ice load and at the same time keep the weight low. 

Therefore, a ship structural response analysis must be performed to evaluate different 

designs. Different strength criteria influence the structural loading capacity and allowable 

load level, which influence the weight of the hull structure. Furthermore, the structural 

response is affected by material selections and structural scantlings. Additional strength can 

be gained by the membrane action when the steel plates are supported with lateral members 

(Jordaan, 2001). This work mainly concerns structural performance under ice load for steel 

material. 
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Figure 4.4 Flow chart of hull design. 

Among all ship hull structures, the ship bow is the most crucial part when it comes to ice 

breaking capacity and structural response. A systematic assessment is conducted as 

sketched in Figure 4.4. Thus, a full-scale structural representation of a transversely framed 

stiffened plate in the ice belt bow region of the m/s Amice barge, shown in Figure 4.5, with 

scantlings in Table 4.1, is chosen for structural analysis.   

 

(a) 
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Figure 4.5 Example of stiffened panel of the bow area, (a) from literature (Ralph and Jordaan, 2013); 

(b) m/s Amice. 

4.3.1 Linear structural analysis 

Usually, ships are designed according to rules and regulations. The first step is to evaluate if 

the barge can meet the design requirements with respect to FSICR. Shown in the study 

(Zhang, 2018), the original design for the m/s Amice barge is too weak to operate in ice class 

IC condition with the limiting upper pressure of 0.65 MPa. The shell plate thickness, 10 mm, 

cannot meet the plate thickness requirements according to the FSICR IC rules. Thus, 

structure reinforcement measures are taken. Required dimensions based on the FSICR IC is 

used for further strength calculation, the requirements are given in Table 4.6. The 

redesigned structure and the original structure are shown in Figure 4.5 (b) and Figure 4.6. 

The ice loads previously predicted are applied on two different load patches for strength 

evaluation, as shown in Figure 4.6. The plate’s four edges are considered as fix supported as 

they are connected to primary supporting structure (decks or girders). The structure failure 

is defined when the structural response is beyond the material yield point. With linear finite 

element analysis (FEA), using the extreme ice pressure resulting from the probabilistic 

method in Table 4.4, the structure final responses are shown in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.6 Redesigned Structure dimension for ice class IC (unit: [cm]). 

Structural member Redesigned structure  

Plate thickness 2.1 

Transverse frame Z*=320 [cm3] T360 x10/120 x10 

Longitudinal frame Z*=217 [cm3], A*=34 [cm2] T350 x 8/80 x 8 

Ice stringer Z*=336 [cm3], A*=55 [cm2] T360 x 10/160 x12 

Note: The unit for the scantlings is [mm]. 

*where, Z is the section modulus and A is the cross-section area. 

(b) 
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Figure 4.6 Two different loading areas on the redesign structure: (a) area with support (LA1); (b) 

area without support (LA2). 

The simulation shows that redesign structure does not yield under load patch LA1 in Figure 

4.6 (a), while for LA2 in Figure 4.6 (b) the stiffener fails. Hence, the structure performance 

varies based on different loading areas. Thus, further reinforcements are needed to ensure 

that the structure can survive under all circumstances. However, only material elastic 

behavior is considered and yield criterion is chosen. Usually, design against the yield limit 

causes over dimensioning and results in higher weight, thus higher operational and 

manufacture costs. To design a lighter structure, other criteria, for instance plastic 

deformation, shall be investigated as well. 

Table 4.7 Summary of structural response under predicted ice loads. 

Structure Method Pressure [MPa] Loading patch Yield 

Original* Probabilistic 

method 

2.622 LA1 yes 

 FSICR IC 1.607 LA1 yes 

 Limit* 0.65 LA1 no 

Redesign (Ice 

class IC) 

Probabilistic 

method 

2.622 LA1 no 

LA2 yes 

 Limit* 1.25 LA2 no 

Note:  *For original structure, the loading area is same as LA1; 

              Limit means the maximum ice load pressure the current structure can hold. 

 

4.3.2 Nonlinear FE Analysis 

Over dimensioning can be avoided if the required scantlings are calculated considering an 

allowance for plastic deformation without causing failure. When the material elastic-plastic 

behavior is modelled, nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA) shall be performed. 

(a) (b) 
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Continuing with the m/s Amice structure now allowing for moderate plastic deformation 

following the study presented in Cheemakurthy et al. (Cheemakurthy et al., 2019). This part 

of work is conducted in cooperation with Cheemakurthy et al. 

Two structural cases are investigated. Grillage no. 1 is a full-scale stiffened plate in the ice 

belt bow region of m/s Amice with its original dimensions. Grillage no. 2 is representative of 

m/s Amice but with FSICR prescribed scantlings, as shown in Figure 4.7. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.7 (a) Grillage 1; (b) Grillage 2. 

NLFEA is conducted in terms of nonlinearities in geometric, material and boundary 

conditions for a stiffened plate from m/s Amice barge. In this study, Ice class IB is entitled 

as the maximum ice thickness in Lake Mälaren is taken as 60 [cm] based on observations. 

Ice pressure from FSICR IB, computed according to Equation (2) is 1.71 [MPa]. The 

assumption relates to the presence of HPZ where peak pressure can be up to 1.8 times 

nominal pressure. Thus, peak pressure from FSICR IB is 3.06 [MPa]. Transverse frame, ice 

stringer and non-ice stringer scantlings based on IB are calculated and shown in Table 4.8. 

Brash ice thickness is taken as 10 [cm], hull interaction time is 0.2 [s]. A total of 20 loading 

and unloading cycles are applied.  

Table 4.8 FSICR Structure minimum dimension for ice class IB (unit: [cm]). 

Structural Member Requirement  

Plate thickness 1.95 

Transverse Frame Z = 162.3, A = 9.4  

Ice Stringer Z = 484.9, A = 33.5  

Non-Ice Stringer Z = 344.9, A = 23.8 

Load height  0.25 [m] for ice thickness up to 0.6 [m] 

 

(a) (b) 
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There is no criterion defining ultimate stress and the point of rupture is taken at 20% strain 

for structural steel. The total strain is calculated by adding contributions from elastic, plastic 

and thermal strains. For grillage no. 1 in Figure 4.7 (a), the final 20% strain occurs with an 

average pressure of 15.53 [MPa] and a peak HPZ-pressure as 27.46 [MPa] observed in Figure 

4.8 (a). This corresponds to 5.9 [MN] force in total.  Based on this it can be concluded that 

the grillage can withstand pressure by a factor of 25.8 times the prescribed FSICR limits. For 

grillage no.2 Figure 4.7 (b), rupture failure is observed at average pressure of 22 [MPa] and 

a peak HPZ pressure of 39.6 [MPa] corresponding to 7.2 times the yield limit. The structural 

responses are as shown in Figure 4.8 (b). 

The NLFEA study includes strength contributions from strain hardening and membrane 

stress and it shows that the limit state described by rupture stress is significantly larger. The 

panel can survive in both level and brash ice conditions in Lake Mälaren if plastic 

deformations are allowed. Though the barge survivability under such high pressures, its 

effect on internal systems must be assessed. This study can help design ship structures that 

are already strain hardened or using an add-on stiffened plate as an external barrier between 

vessel and ice. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Total equivalent strain at 20% on (a) grillage 1; (b) grillage 2. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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4.3.3 Summary  

The structural analysis is conducted with different structure criterion to investigate structure 

response under predicated ice load. Overall, FSICR rules are seen as valid if elastic behavior 

is assumed and yield stress is the limiting criteria.  It can be seen that allowance for plasticity 

can reduce structural scantling requirements for freshwater ice operating vessels. 
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5.Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The thesis addresses need of an appropriate ice load prediction method for developing ice-

going ships in inland waters. The work includes IWW ice-going issues, analysis of ice data 

and mechanical properties, prediction of ice loads based on different methods and 

evaluation of structural response. The study answers the research question (i) What ice 

conditions and ice properties are representative of the IWW, and (ii) what problems are 

induced by ice. It constitutes important parts towards to the final research objectives: (iii) 

What aspects should be addressed in the hull design of IWW ships, and (iv) How to define 

“efficient” in hull design. 

 

5.1  Conclusions 

Ice condition 

Ice condition, i.e. level ice, brash ice, governs the design procedure. Level ice condition is of 

utmost importance for designing ice-going IWW ships due to the necessity of ice breaking 

capacity which is decided by the level ice situation. Ice mechanical properties, necessary for 

the analysis, can be determined with several ways, i.e. empirical equation.  

Ice-induced problem: ice load 

All three methods for ice load prediction; FSICR, the probabilistic method and the numerical 

method, have advantages and disadvantages. They work well under certain circumstances. 

Based on the aspects brought forward in this thesis, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

FSICR is commonly used and easy to apply even with limited ice data. Both global and local 

pressures are given by the rules. Structural scantlings are proposed for ship design with ice 

class notation. Nevertheless, FSICR underestimates the ice loads for Lake Mälaren both for 

ice class notation IC and IB but is still valuable for preliminary design. 

The probabilistic method is more focusing collisions between the ice floe and the ship hull 

and the ice crushing force. It predicts the ice extreme pressure acting on the ship hull given 

a probability level of exceedance. This method includes ice natural conditions instead of ice 

mechanical properties. The Design Curve is too conservative for freshwater ice conditions. 

With reference to the ice load datasets, more suitable design curves can be achieved. 

However, the selected parent dataset has significant influence on the predicted ice load 

presented in this thesis. In addition, ice exposure conditions, such as ice concentration and 

number of rams, can affect the predicted load level. Thus, load level can be reduced by ship 

maneuvers (e.g. zigzag route). In case the same or similar ice conditions apply with one of 

the datasets in Figure 3.2, a design curve can be mapped to the data set and the probabilistic 

method is more applicable and can provide a more route-specific ice load prediction than 
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the FSICR. 

The numerical model based on ice-hull collision mechanisms and corresponding ice failure 

characteristics is validated by a model test. Under the circumstances when appropriate set 

up is made, the model is valid. The global ice impact load is determined as the average 

summation of the dynamic local loads during bow imprint as ice breaking mainly occurs in 

ship bow part. Local critical ice load can be studied in relation to design parameters, such as 

ice thickness and ship speed. In this model, icebreaking force due to bending is larger than 

the ice crushing force. The ship speed is proven to have a great impact on the ice breaking 

load even though this effect sometimes is ignored in empirical equations. Since both ice 

properties and ship geometry are included in this model, how ice load can change with 

variation of the design parameters can be observed. For instance, ship geometry with large 

water entrance angle and small stem angel is more capable of ice breaking. 

Hull structural response: A case study 

As per the finding of the case study described in section, the current structure needs to be 

reinforced based on the linear FEA results with yield limit. Giving the fact that the 

redesigned structure based on the FSICR yield limit cannot survive under certain loading 

conditions, further structural reinforcements are therefore needed to maintain structural 

survivability in ice. However, if plastic deformations are allowed, the stiffened structures can 

survive in both level and brash ice conditions in Lake Mälaren. Those findings are useful in 

the design process of IWW ice-going vessels and shall be taken into account when evaluating 

strength requirements. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

In this work, the objectives of the ship design task are divided into four research questions 

as described at the beginning of this chapter. The current thesis focuses on the first two 

questions while the latter two, which are associated with the hull design, will be considered 

in the future.  

The future work will focus on ship design. As ships running in Lake Mälaren are exposed to 

ice-covered waters only about four months a year. Trade-offs in ship performance between 

open water conditions and icy waters are inevitable. The ship shall be able to operate all year 

around without assistance from icebreakers and keeping its cost efficiency with some 

measures taken for dealing with ice-problems, for instance strengthening of hull structure. 

Hull form will be considered for favorable open water, as well as, ice-induced resistance seen 

over the annual operation. Special attention will be paid to the bow area where large local 

loads develop. 

To achieve a lightweight ship design with ice loading capacity, the bow part will be studied 

in terms of structural scantling design and material selection in the following aspects: 

i. Hull material & structure arrangements, 
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ii. Investigation and selection of material (i.e. composites, steel, hybrids), 

iii. Possibility of manufacturing and construction with different materials on the hull, 

iv. Structural scantling limitations from rules regulations for steel/composites, 

v. FE simulation to test different combinations of structural scantlings, arrangements 

and materials. 

 
The final step is to evaluate the design concept and assess the potential benefits from IWT 

on the multimodal transport system. A life cycle analysis will be conducted based on 

measures from a sustainability point of view. Social, economic and environmental aspects 

will be addressed together within the analysis to verify the efficient hull design. 
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8. Appended Papers 


